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For this study, a dozen-micron-scale four to seven layers of graphene were synthesized
directly onto Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3, LN) by carbon implantation in a nickel covered
LiNbO3 film. The 1.52E16 ions·cm−2 carbon ions of 80 keV were implanted into the nickel
film to a depth of 100 nm, which is close to the interface between the nickel film and the
LiNbO3. The implanted carbon atoms dissolved in nickel at an elevated temperature and
diffused towards the interface between the nickel film and LiNbO3 during annealing. After
the nickel film fell off, the graphene material was found by Raman spectroscopy and
confirmed by the Atomic Force Microscope topographic image. This implantation
combined with patterned metal film suggests possibilities for engineering two-
dimensional graphene with special confinement. It also provides a valuable and novel
way for integrating graphene-wafer structure for other available substrate wafer in
microelectronics and photonics devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Graphene has received increasing attention since the successful preparation of it in 2004 (Novoselov
et al., 2004). Single-layer graphene is a two-dimensional honeycomb lattice structure composed of a
single layer of carbon atoms, and each carbon atom is bonded to the surrounding carbon atoms
through SP2 hybridization (Xu et al., 2013). This structure has excellent conductivity. The electron
mobility of graphene is higher than that of carbon nanotubes or silicon crystals. At room
temperature, it can reach 15000 cm2 (V−1·s−1), while the resistivity is as low as about 10–6 Ω cm
(Chen, 2015). Graphene also has high transmittance to light. The graphene monolayer absorbs only
2.3% of visible light, that is, it has a high transmittance (97.7%) in a wide spectral range from visible to
infrared (Zhu et al., 2010). Graphene also has exceptionable mechanical properties, due to an elastic
modulus of 1.0 TPa, its inherent tensile strength of 130 GPa and a two-dimensional ultimate plane
strength of 42 N·m−1 (Lee et al., 2008). As amaterial, graphene has excellent thermal conductivity (up
to 5500W (m−1k−1)) and high specific surface area (up to 2630 m2g−1) (Wang et al., 2017). Due to
this special structure, outstanding thermal conductivity and mechanical properties, graphene has
aroused great interest from the scientific community in recent years (Geim and Novoselov, 2007;
Geim, 2009; Ma et al., 2018; Martín-García et al., 2018), and is expected to trigger a revolution in the
field of modern optoelectronic technology.

The preparation and application of graphene have been explored in many studies over the past
decade. Common preparation technologies include micro-mechanical peeling (Novoselov et al.,
2004), pyrolysis of silicon carbide (Juang et al., 2009), Chemical Vapor Deposition(CVD) (Li et al.,
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2009) and reduction of graphene oxide (Yin et al., 2011). The
CVD method allows for the production of wafer-scale graphene
layers, which has become the most popular technology. In recent
years, a physical process has been proposed to synthesize
graphene that involves the ion implantation of carbon into
metal film and post-implantation annealing. Compared with a
CVD method, ion implantation is a non-thermal equilibrium
process, and has no requirements in terms of the carbon solubility
of the material being implanted. The ability to control the number
of layers of synthetic graphene may be possible by precisely
adjusting the implantation dose (Garaj et al., 2010; Zhang
et al., 2013). At present, transition metal nickel or copper are
usually used to form graphene by carbon implantation (Garaj
et al., 2010; Baraton et al., 2011a; Mun et al., 2012; Wang et al.,
2013; Zhang et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2016). As the solubility of carbon in nickel decreases
significantly with the decline of temperature, the carbon
dissolved in nickel at high temperature will become saturated
with the decrease of annealing temperature, and with the progress
of thermal diffusion, they will eventually spread to the surface of
the metal to form a single-layer or multi-layer graphene (Lander
et al., 1952; Berry, 1973; Baraton et al., 2011b).

The application of graphene must be based on the graphene/
substrate structure, and a lot of research has been conducted in
recent years, but these studies are mainly focused on graphene/
Si(SiO2) structure (Yoon et al., 2009; Garaj et al., 2010; Baraton
et al., 2011b; Wang et al., 2011; Kumari et al., 2014; Lee et al.,
2014; Dong et al., 2016; Onishi et al., 2017; Zuppella et al., 2017;
Faggio et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2020). Few studies have focused on
graphene/optical crystal, but among those that have , the
combination of graphene and Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3, LN)
is one of the most promising structures for development. LN is a
nearly all-around artificial crystal, it has ferroelectric,
piezoelectric, pyroelectric, photovoltaic, photoelastic,
photorefractive and other properties, and has a wide range of
applications unmatched by other crystals, known as “silicon
materials in the optical field” (Graca et al., 2012; Boes et al.,
2018; He et al., 2019; Kong et al., 2019). Its combination with
graphene may have an impact on the quantum properties of two-
dimensional materials, resulting in new photoelectric properties,
which will inevitably have a wide range of potential applications
(Jin et al., 2013; Baeumer et al., 2015; Salas et al., 2017a; Salas et al.,
2018). For example, some studies have theoretically explored the
interfacial properties of the combination of graphene and LN
crystals (Wang et al., 2015; Salas et al., 2017b). One typical
example is the modulation of carrier doping of graphene via
LN polarization properties. The results show that by adjusting the
carrier doping in graphene in the graphene/LN structure, the
formation and propagation of surface plasmons polaritons can be
controlled.

Previously, graphene bonding to substrates was mostly based
on the graphene transfer method. However, the resulting
graphene/LN or Si (SiO2) structures often suffer from
graphene defects caused by the transfer process which leads to
additional graphene degradation. Therefore, it’s necessary to
study the direct synthesis of graphene/LN structure. The
formation of graphene on the LN surface using direct carbon

implantation of LN has been reported in our previous study (Liu
et al., 2019), which found that the carbon implanted into the LN
can accumulate on the crystal surface by out-diffusion at a
moderate temperature and eventually form graphene. The
carbon diffusion pathways, on the other hand, is related to the
distribution of damage of LN lattice induced by carbon
implantation. However, in this experiment only turbostratic
graphene was demonstrated on the LN surface. LN has a
complex structure, the solubility and diffusion behavior of
carbon in LN is still unclear.

In this article, we report the direct synthesis of graphene on the
surface of LN by annealing the post-carbon-implantation sample
consisting of surface transition metal film and LN substrate. In
the present experiment the carbon ions were implanted into the
metal film covering the surface of the crystal rather than into the
LN itself. This approch used the nickel as a catalyst, and graphene
growth was based on the large solubility change of carbon ions in
nickel films at different temperatures. Graphene was synthesized
at the interface of nickel/LN, and the realization of immediate
contact between graphene and LN omits the conventional
intermediate process of graphene transfer. Our research
provides a new method of preparation for applying graphene
on substrates without transfer. Importantly, it provides a new
approch that enables the direct synthesis of graphene that can
create specific shapes and sizes on any substrates, which is often
emphasized in photoelectric crystals such as LN.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A schematic diagram of the experimental method used in this
study is shown in Figure 1. The substrate was Z-cut 10 × 10 ×
0.5 mm3 bulk LN with Chemical Mechanical Polishing on one
10 × 10 mm2 surface for the following nickel coating. First, a layer
of nickel foil is deposited on this surface as an overlay, and then
the deposited sample is implanted with carbon ion. During the
annealing process, the implanted carbon moves to the interface
between the nickel foil and LN crystal. Ideally, a few layers of
graphene will be formed, and finally, the nickel foil is removed to
gain the graphene/LN structure.

The thin layer of nickel was deposited on the surface of LN by
resistance heating evaporation. As shown in Figure 2A, the
thickness of the nickel foil measured by Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM) is around 134 nm. The dose of carbon ion
implantation we used is 1.52E16 ions·cm−2, which is selected to
match the carbon content of four-layer graphene, and the ion
energy of 80 keV ensures that the implanted carbons distribute
near the interface between the nickel foil and LN crystal.
Figure 2B shows the carbon ion distribution along the depth
profiles simulated by Stopping and Range of Ion in Matter
(SRIM) in the nickel/LN sample. According to SRIM
simulation, the peak of carbon concentration is at roughly
100 nm below the surface of nickel film and is close to the
interface between nickel and LN. The variation of the carbon
concentration with the depth of implantation approximately
follows the Gaussian distribution and the nickel film holds
more than 80% in all implanted carbon. Subsequently, the as-
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implanted sample was annealed in the furnace. It was first heated
to 900 °C at a rate of 10 °C·min−1, an kept at this temperature for
30 min, then allowed to naturally cooled to room temperature.
The entire annealing process was carried out in N2 ambient, with
a gas flow rate of 100 sccm (standard-state cubic centimeter per
minute) and pressure of 6E4Pa.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The sample was first observed with an optical microscope, the
images of the sample before and after annealing were shown in
Figures 3A,B, respectively. Wrinkles appeared on the surface of
the annealed sample. This phenomenon occurs on the one hand,
because of the poor adhesion between the deposited metal film
and the LN substrate, and on the other, due to the different
thermal expansion properties of the two materials. Figure 3C
shows the enlarged two-dimensional AFM image of the wrinkles
on the surface of the sample, and Figures 3D, E are the respective
height profiles along the solid red line one and line two marked in
Figure 3C, respectively. As revealed by these images, the average
height of the folds is around 0.7–1.8 μm and the width is about
10 μm. To determine the cause of the wrinkles, another two kinds
of samples (one without carbon ion implantation and the other

with carbon ion implantation) of the same coating treatment were
annealed under the same conditions. It was found that both
samples had similar wrinkles. This shows that the occurrence of
wrinkles on the surface of this sample depends on the surface
nickel film and the LN substrate themselves, and has nothing to
do with carbon ion implantation.

No information of carbon material was detected by Raman
spectroscopy on the upper surface of the nickel film, which
excludes the case where carbon is precipitated from the nickel
surface. The existence of wrinkles makes the nickel film easy to
peel off. After the nickel film fell off, the LN surface was observed
with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). A strong carbon
signal was detected, indicating that the implanted carbon was
mainly deposited at the interface between nickel and LN after
annealing. Some carbon atoms converge into large clusters, which
are distributed on the surface of LN. Figures 4A, B show the SEM
image and its Energy Dispersive Spectrometer (EDS) mapping
distribution of carbon from one of the clusters respectively. The
highlights of the carbon distribution seen in Figure 4B fit well
with thematerial distribution profile, and the Raman Spectra with
the excitation wavelength at 532 nm from three, positions marked
in Figure 4A, also confirmed that the aggregated carbon exhibits
an amorphous structure. As can be seen in Figure 4C, the Raman
curves at three locations show similar profiles. The D and G peaks

FIGURE 1 | A schematic diagram of the steps of the experiment.

FIGURE 2 | (A) AFM height profiles along the straight line from uncoated notch to the coated area (B) Structural schematic diagram of the coated bulk LN crystal
with the distribution of carbon ions along with the depth profiles, simulated by SRIM.
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are merged into one peak, while the 2D peak shows a very gentle
and wide span distribution. This characteristic indicates that the
carbon here is amorphous carbon with poor crystallinity
(Shimodaira and Masui, 2002; Kaniyoor and Ramaprabhu,
2012; Sathish-Kumar et al., 2012). Figures 4D,E indicate the
AFM of this cluster and its height profiles along marked red solid
lines respectively. The height of the carbonmaterial is about 1 μm,
which is consistent with the height of the bulge in the wrinkled
nickel film in Figure 3, which is around 0.7–1.8 μm. It is
reasonable to suppose that the amorphous carbon material
gathered and developed in wrinkled bumps and that the
bulged nickel film provides space for holding these carbon
materials. Improving the deposit of nickel film and its
adhesion to LN is one of the key factors for ensuring the
uniformity of carbon distribution.

We also found other forms of carbon structures on the surface
of the LN, as shown in Figure 5A is the SEM image from part of
the sample surface, and Figures 5(B)–(D) are the corresponding
EDSmapping diagrams of Nb, C and O elements at the same area,
respectively. It can be seen that the elements Nb and O, which
come from the LN substrate, are distributed uniformly. While the
distribution of element C seen in Figure 5C is consistent with the
morphology of Figure 5A, indicating that the spots on the surface
are carbon materials. Subsequently, Raman spectra with 532 nm
excitation wavelength for the five marked positions one to five in

Figures 5A,C, which correspond to exactly the same positions,
were obtained, as shown in Figure 6.

The Raman spectra at positions one and two are similar,
revealing spectral features and uniquely characteristic of
graphene films: a G peak (1,580 cm−1) associated with sp2

carbon bond stretching, a D peak (1,345 cm−1) arising from
symmetry-breaking features, such as graphene defects and
domain boundaries, and a 2D peak (2,690 cm−1) sensitive to
the graphene inter layer interactions (Garaj et al., 2010; Han et al.,
2011; Mun et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014). The ratios of ID to IG (a
measure of disorder) and I2D to IG (determined by the number of
stacked graphene layers) are very similar, and are often used as
the main parameters to judge the structural defects and the
number of layers of graphene (Garaj et al., 2010; Lee et al.,
2014). The corresponding ratio values of 1.1 and ∼0.5 indicate
that the number of graphene layers is four to seven layers (Yu
et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013). At the same
time, the ratios of ID to IG are also higher at positions one and two,
indicating that the graphene is defective. The graphene we
obtained had many defects, including the mixing of multiple
structures, graphene fragmentation, folding and structural
distortion. This is the main reason for the larger ID/IG ratio.
The spectra at positions three to five are shown in Figure 6B,
where three distinct Raman peaks of D, G, and 2D are also visible.
However, the ratio of I2D to IG is much lower than those of

FIGURE 3 | (A, B) The optical microscope images of the surface of the bulk LN crystal with nickel film before (A) and after annealing (B) (C) AFM topographic image
of the wrinkles, and (D)–(E) AFM height profiles along the solid red line one and line two in (C).
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FIGURE 4 | (A) SEM image of the amorphous carbon material on LN (B) EDS mapping for C element in the region shown in (A) (C) Raman Spectra of three
positions shown in (A) (D) AFM topographic image of the amorphous carbon material, and (E) AFM height profiles along the solid red line in (D).

FIGURE 5 | (A) SEM image of graphene on LN (B)–(D) EDS mapping for Nb, C, and O elements in the region shown in (A).
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positions one and two, which is only around 0.3, suggesting that
the graphene here could be a stacked multilayer structure. This
result indicates that the carbon materials at these positions have
the structural characteristics of turbostratic graphene (Garlow
et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2019). Turbostratic graphene is a multilayer
structure with a disordered arrangement, and its properties are
significantly different from the structured two-dimensional
multilayer graphene. Since our research focus is to obtain a
two-dimensional multilayer graphene structure on LN, the
results of positions one and two are of particular note.

The SEM image around position one in Figure 5 is shown in
Figure 7A, some layered structures were observed. Subsequently,
we conducted AFM scanning around positions one and two in
Figure 5, and the results are shown in Figures 7B–E. A
depression in the dark spot can be found at the test center
point due to the loss of graphene caused by multiple Raman
spectroscopy measurements. The height difference between the
depression and the surrounding area represents the thickness of
the multilayer graphene here. Figures 7B,C are the AFM
topographic image around locations one and two, and Figures
7D,E are the profiles along the three different solid yellow lines in
Figures 7B,C, respectively. It can be seen that there is a
downward hollow in Figures 7D,E, which is the edge
depression of a few layers of graphene. Although the three
height change curves of each set in the figure are slightly
different, on average, the depth of the depression at position
one and two are about 46 and 70 nm respectively. These results
are consistent with the estimations from our Raman results, an
I2D/IG ratio of 0.58 in position one representing four to six layers
of graphene, while 0.51 in position two represents five to seven
layers of graphene. They also all correspond to the thickness

values of four to six layers and five to seven layers multilayer
graphene measured with AFM in references (Wu et al., 2009; Lee
et al., 2014).

The direct two-dimensional synthesis of graphene on the
surface of LN by carbon implantation has been proved to be
feasible in our experimental scheme, although there are still
many areas that need improvement. The current experimental
results show that as a host for carbon ions, the quality of the
nickel film and the uniform adhesion between the nickel and
the LN substrate are important factors that affect the formation
and structure of graphene. One of the improvements to the
current experimental method is to use magnetron sputtering
instead of vacuum evaporation to grow nickel thin films, which
will increase the uniformity of nickel and the adhesion to the
substrate.

The control of the annealing process is also an important
factor, because proper annealing may reduce the thermal
mismatch between the two materials during expansion and
contraction. Thermal annealing is the only way to form
graphene through carbon precipitation. The sample is firstly
annealed at high temperature to accommodate more carbon
and then cooled down so that the carbon becomes saturated
in nickel as the temperature decreases, and the graphene is
formed when the carbon overflows to the interface between
nickel and LN with thermal diffusion. Since the diffusion
property of carbon depends on several variables, such as the
concentration gradient of carbon, the distance from carbon to the
nickel/LN interface, the temperature range and temperature rise
and fall speed, and ambient gas, etc., make the determination of
annealing conditions particularly difficult. Therefore, the
establishment of appropriate annealing conditions requires

FIGURE 6 | Raman Spectra of (A) positions one and two, (B) positions three, four, and five in Figure 5.
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repeated adjustments, improvements, and measurements, which
are currently being carried out in our research.

CONCLUSION

In our experiment, the 1.52E16 ions·cm−2 carbon ions of 80 keV
were implanted to the nickel/LN substrate, which consists of an
LN crystal covered with a layer of 134 nm thick nickel metal
film. The implantation depth was 100 nm according to
simulation by SRIM, which is close to the interface between
the nickel film and LN. During post-implanted annealing, the
sample was heated to 900°C and held for 30 min, then cooled
down naturally in situ. After annealing, the nickel film on the
surface of LN was wrinkled and easy to fall off. This can be
attributed to the weak bonding between the nickel film and LN
substrate and their mismatch thermal expansion coefficients.
No signal of carbon material was detected by Raman
spectroscopy from the upper surface of the nickel film, which

excludes a result of carbon precipitation from the upper surface
of the nickel film. After the nickel film fell off, two kinds of
carbon structures were found on the surface of the LN substrate
by SEM, EDS, and Raman spectroscopy. First, amorphous
carbon with poor crystallinity gathered and developed under the
bulge of the wrinkled nickel film. Second, the graphene structure
with an uneven number of layers mixed with turbostratic graphene
and four to seven layers of two-dimensional graphene, as
confirmed by AFM topographic image. The direct synthesis of
two-dimensional graphene on the surface of LN was proved in our
experimental scheme, which draws on the experiences of
predecessors in the synthesis of graphene by carbon ion
implantation of nickel, but our experiment omitted the process
of film transfer. In particular, implantation combined with
patterned metal film suggests the possibility of engineering two-
dimensional graphene with special confinement, which is often
emphasized in photoelectric crystals such as LN. The flexibility of
photolithography technology in the metal pattern may makes it
achievable to potentially form an air-graphene-wafer system with

FIGURE 7 | (A) SEM image around position one in Figure 5, (B,C) are the AFM topographic image around locations one and two in Figure 5, (D,E) are the profiles
along the three different solid yellow lines in figure (B) and figure (C).
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special nanostructure, such as graphene nano-disk. Direct
synthesis of graphene with patterned and even distribution on
the LN is our next research goal, and further experiments are in
progress.
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